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Al-Ameen Educational Society was started by Dr. Mumtaz Ahmed Khan

in the year 1966 to meet the needs of the education in the city and across

the country.  Under the auspices of the Al-Ameen Educational Society,

Institutions of various types are functioning all over India.  There are

more than 200 institutions at present.

Realizing the importance of legal education in a democratic setup, the

Al-Ameen Educational Society, Bangalore started the Al-Ameen College

of Law with 3 Year LL.B Course in the year 1991-92 and 5 year B.A.LL.B.

Course in the year 2001. The College has been offering 3 years and 5 year

LL.B Course.  It is affiliated to the Karnataka State Law University and

recognized by the Bar Council of India. 

BRIEF HISTORY

Babe-e-Taleem Al-Ameen Ratna
Dr. Mumtaz Ahmed Khan Dr. Subhan Shariff

Founder & Chairman Hon. Secretary
Al-Ameen Educational Society Al-Ameen Educational Society 

VISIONARIES
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Warm Regards

Dr. Waseem Khan. M.I,

Principal, Al-Ameen College of Law, Bangalore
Chairman, AACL Mooters Society.

WARM GREETINGS!

Moot Court is a venue, where the analysis, drafting, presentation and

arguing skills of an upcoming lawyer are put to test. The AACL Mooters

Society is a forum that assists the students of the college to develop their

faculties of rational thinking, articulation, presentation of arguments and

moreover strives to inculcate in each of the students, the spirit of

professionalism, leadership and a strong desire for acquiring legal

knowledge.

rdThe AACL Mooters Society successfully organised the 3 National Moot

Court Competition in the month of March 2018. Forty six colleges from

all over India participated in the competition which proved to be a good

platform for students to sharpen their advocacy skills.

With great pride Al-Ameen College of Law, Bangalore announces its
th th “4  National Moot Court Competiton-2019” to be held from 15 March

thto 17  March, 2019. The Moot Proposition focuses on the emerging

fields of Constitution, Intellectual Property Rights, and Science and

Technology. We truly believe that this competition is an attempt to

recognize and appreciate the sharp legal minds across the country

with a platform to develop their skills and showcase their legal

knowledge.

We extend a cordial invitation to your esteemed institution to participate
thin the 4  National Moot Court Competiton-2019. We expect students

from all over the country to participate in the competition, showcasing

their mastery on advocacy to be judged by some of the most elite names

in both the corporate and the litigation sectors of the legal society.

We await your presence and look forward to the opportunity of

welcoming your team at Al-Ameen College of Law, Bangalore.
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MOOT PROPOSITION

The diversity of the Republic of Indika is unique. Indika has retained its diversity from an

ancient time to till date. Being a large country with large population, Indika presents endless varieties

of physical features and cultural patterns. It is a land of diversity in race, religion, caste, language,

landforms, flora, fauna and so on. In short, Indika is “the epitome of the world”. Indika is a country

with large ethnic society and has immense wealth due to which it is rich in biodiversity comprising of

both indigenous and ethnic people.  

1.

2.

4.

3.

India consists of 68 million people, belonging to 227 ethnic groups and comprising of 573 tribal

communities. These ethnic people mostly the indigenous tribals live close in the vicinity of forests

and have managed and conserved the biodiversity of their localities since long time. They live in

localities which are immensely rich in biodiversity. The most interesting feature associated with

these indigenous and ethnic people has been found that they know how to live with harmony in

nature. These ethnic and indigenous people have played a vital role in conservation of environmental

management and development process as they possess traditional knowledge which has been useful

in Eco-restoration. Indika is rich in traditional knowledge and has been identified as one of the

countries with mega biodiversity.

The Zulu Tribe, the last descendants of the first humans, is a scheduled tribe in Indika. They came

from Africa 70,000 years ago. Tucked away from the modernised world that we inhabit, lives a tribe

whose survival depends entirely on nature, they have largely shunned interaction with outsiders, and

many particulars of their society, culture and traditions are poorly understood. This Zulu Tribe has

been identified by the Constitution of Indika as a Scheduled Tribe (ST). They live in parts of South

Malgudi and Middle Malgudi Ghats, and their population is estimated at around 4000 individuals.

The tribe's main source of livelihood and feeding comes from the fruit of poppy yew and the Malgudi

wild pigs (Sus Scrofa Malgudinensis). The poppy yew plant which belongs to the shrub family, bears

red fleshy fruits called the poppy fruit, the saps of which has medicinal properties, is a traditional 

knowledge of the Tribals.

The Malgudi Trunk Road, a road which cuts through the heart of the Zulu Tribe's home was planned

in 1990s and by 2000 was open for travellers. There were violent protests from the Zulu Tribe's 

community when the road was being constructed. Many members of Zulu Tribe were electrocuted

while the road was being constructed. The tribals being vulnerable to outside diseases to which they

have little or no immunity, in 1997 and 1999, suffered outbreaks of influenza that had wiped out

many of them following contact with outsiders.
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The continuous deaths of the tribals brought many protest by social activist. After a long legal battle,

the Supreme Court of Indika ordered the local government to restrict the usage of the road subject to

following conditions :

5.

6.

8.

7.

Mr. Ojel, a scientist in The Oreo Biotech Company Limited (hereinafter called as OBT Co. Ltd), a

leading global pharmaceutical company, dedicated to high quality and branded medicines,  along with

his wife Mrs. Ojel went on a short trip to Malgudi Ghats. Enroute to North Malgudi, Mrs. Ojel was

bitten by a Redback Spider, which is part of the species of highly venomous spiders. The tribals, on

hearing the cry for help by Mrs. Ojel, administered saps from a plant poppy yew, which cured the

poison of the Spider bite. Mr. Ojel, curious about this plant asked the tribals about this plant, but they

ignored him. Mr. Ojel discreetly acquires some samples of the plant for research purposes. 

Mr. Ojel after returning back to his office in OBT Co. Ltd., conducted a series of research about the

healing properties of the plant poppy yew. He finds out that, the saps of poppy yew has great

medicinal properties. It has effective anti-viral and powerful anti-bacterial qualities, it purifies the

blood, prevents damages caused by free radicals in the body, removes toxins, and treats insect bites

and ulcers. It destroys the bacteria that causes infections, and encourages rapid healing. Mr. Ojel

was amazed by its powerful way of curing any ailment. Mr. Ojel presented this information to his

company OBT Co. Ltd. concerning the rich traditional knowledge of the tribals and their way of life.

OBT Co. Ltd. in response to Mr. Ojel, devices a plan to be able to acquire enough poppy yew plants

for their research.

OBT Co. Ltd. conducts their research and finds out that there is a particular species of an animal

called the Malgudi wild pig that are being hunted by the Zulu Tribe because it is their main source

of protein, thereby making it an endangered animal. For the protection of this endangered animal,

OBT Co. Ltd. approaches the State Government with a proposal for the construction and

maintenance of a sanctuary as a part of their CSR. The State Government, satisfied by the proposal

declares through a notification, part of the Ghats as sanctuary under the Wildlife Protection Act,

1972. After publication of the notification, the collector inquires and grants clearance to OBT Co.

Ltd. for the construction and maintenance of the sanctuary. During the construction of the sanctuary,

a part of it was encroaching the land of the tribals thereby affecting their livelihood. The tribals

reacted to the construction of the sanctuary negatively and tried to stop it, but all their efforts were

ignored by OBT Co. Ltd. which led to the eviction of the tribals from that particular area. 

a.  Government vehicles carrying essential commodities would be allowed to use the trunk road between

     6:00 am to 8:00 pm;

b.  Tourist are allowed to travel through the road between 8:00 am to 6:00 pm and only with the prior

     permission of the Government in the Government vehicle provided that they should not stop near

     the settlement of Zulu Tribe, or interact with them along the trunk road.
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Meanwhile OBT Co. Ltd. acquired enough poppy yew plants for their research. The saps of the poppy

yew plant were then used in the orchestration of a drug. The drug created was named “Avalox-400” to

which clinical trials were conducted for and patent was acquired by OBT Co. Ltd.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

Situated in the foothills of  Vanagiri, Adipura lies in the heart of Indika. It's known for its great

industrial development in cotton mills and textile business but now it's famous for education and a

prominent centre for business and economy. Adipura suddenly faced an outbreak of an unknown

disease due to which a lot of individuals were affected, and even death was caused to some due to this

disease. The Government in an urgent state ordered the Institute of Communicable Disease

(hereinafter called ICD) to find out the root cause of this unknown disease. The ICD through its

research found out that this disease was caused by BACTERIUM YERSINIA PESTIS that circulates

among wild rodents, dwelling in great numbers and density. It was an epidemic of bubonic plague.

The plague among humans arises when the rodents in human habitation, normally black rat, becomes

infected. Normally it takes 10-14 days before plague has killed off most of the contaminated rat colony,

making it difficult for great number of fleas gathered on the remaining but soon dying rats, to find new

hosts. From the bite site, the contagion drains to a lymph node that consequently swells to form a

painful bubo, most often in the groin, on the thigh, in the armpit or on the neck. The infection takes

3-5 days to incubate in people before they fall ill, and another 3-5 days before, in 80% of the cases,

the victim dies. This disease was dubbed, the “Black Death”. ICD after numerous researches were

unable to find a cure for the Black Death, and due to the urgency of the need of a cure, the Government

requested all the medical institutions within its territory to try and come up with a cure as quickly as

possible. 

Mr. Ojel recommends the drug, Avalox-400 to OBT Co. Ltd. to try as a trial cure for the Black Death

disease. The drug proved very effective in curing the Black Death, therefore leading to a great demand

for the drug. OBT Co. Ltd. approached the State Bio-Diversity Board to grant permission for the mass

production of Avalox-400 to meet the rising demand of the drug from various parts of the world. 

The mass cutting of the poppy yew plants as well as the sanctuary for protection of Malgudi wild

pigs lead to a great distress to Zulu Tribe, being the main source of livelihood for the tribe, led to

starvation and in turn death of some of the tribal members. Florence International, (hereinafter

known as FI) an organization that champions tribal people's rights filed a petition in the Supreme

Court of Indika on behalf of Zulu Tribe for the violation of their right to life and also the livelihood

of the tribals.

A census was conducted by the Office of the Registrar General and Census Commissioner in Indika

on scheduled tribe in the country. The census report was submitted to the Ministry of Tribal Affairs

who was concerned about the rapid reduction in the population of the Zulu Tribe. The Ministry of

Tribal Affairs then sent out a team to find out and report back the root cause for the said decline of
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the Zulu Tribe. The team then returns with a report disclosing that a sanctuary constructed by a

company called OBT Co. Ltd. for the protection of the Malgudi wild pigs, is restricting the tribals

from hunting them, and the mass cutting of poppy yew plants for the production of the drug

Avalox-400 had adversely affected the tribals. The Ministry of Tribal Affairs files a petition in the

High Court of Malgudi, contending that the rights of the tribals under the Scheduled Tribes and other

Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act, 2006 has been violated by OBT Co.

Ltd. through the construction of the sanctuary and the exploitation of the poppy yew plant. The High

Court passed a decree in favour of OBT Co. Ltd. Aggrieved by this, the Ministry of Tribal Affairs

files an appeal petition before the Supreme Court of Indika stating that the rights of the tribals have

been gruesomely neglected.

14.

15.

16.

17.

Meanwhile, OBT Co. Ltd. received various request from pharmaceutical companies both national and

international seeking license for the drug Avalox-400. OBT Co. Ltd. thus granted license to various

numbers of companies both national and international.

Parry International Pharmaceutical Ltd. (Herein after known as PIP), in Indika had acquired a license

for the distribution of the drug from OBT Co. Ltd. Consequently, after the license was granted, PIP

started trying to make Avalox-400 through various reverse engineering methods in order to gain as

much profit as possible due to the wide demand of the drug. OBT Co. Ltd., on finding out about this

reverse engineering processes done by PIP decided and cancelled all licenses they had granted both

nationally and internationally.

OBT Co. Ltd. files an infringement suit against PIP for violation of terms of patent license. In

response to the suit, PIP files a counter suit before the High Court of Malgudi for revocation of patent

on the ground that the knowledge regarding the drug was available within the indigenous community

of Indika and thus, the invention cannot be patented.

1.The Supreme Court of Indika Suo motto transfers the case from the High Court of Malgudi and

combines with the remaining two cases for final hearing.

PARTIES TO THE CASE:

1. Florence International Vs. OBT Co. Ltd.

2. Ministry of Tribal Affairs Vs. OBT Co. Ltd.

3. Parry International Pharmaceutical Ltd Vs. OBT Co. Ltd.

NOTE:

1. All the laws of INDIKA are parimateria to India.

2. Participants should frame minimum 3 issues at least.

(Disclaimer: This problem is hypothetical and has been framed purely for academic purpose only)
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RULES & REGULATIONS

The administrator of the Competition shall be the AACL Mooters Society, Bangalore.

The Competition shall be conducted in accordance with the rules mentioned here under. For the

purposes of this competition, it will be presumed that all participants have read and submitted to

these rules. The participants are required to comply with the rules and procedures prescribed herein.

General Rules  

1.  DATES OF THE COMPETITION :

2.  VENUE                                              :  

3.  ELIGIBILITY                                  :  

4.  LANGUAGE                                    : 

5.  TEAM COMPOSITION                :

6.  DRESS CODE                                : 

th th15  to 17 March, 2019

The National Moot Court Competition will be held at

Al-Ameen College of Law, Bangalore, Karnataka.

This  Competition  shall  be  open to all students pursuing

Undergraduate Law Degree Programme (3 Year LL.B. or

5 Year integrated B.A./B.Com/B.B.A./ B.S.L/B.Sc, LL.B)

in any Law College/Law School/University in India.

The entire proceedings in the competition, written as well

as oral, shall be in English only.

The maximum number of  participants  per team  shall be

restricted to 3 out of which 2 shall be Mooters and 1 shall

be Researcher. A team may also consist of only 2 Mooters.

Each team will be  allotted  a  team  code.  The team code

shall be sent to the teams through mail after the registration

is complete. Teams shall not disclose  their  identity  or of

their institution or city during any time of the competition;

such disclosure shall invite penalties including

disqualification. 

The official Dress Code for the Competition is as follows:

6.1. Ladies: Black Trousers, White Shirt,Black tie or Black

       and   White   Salwar-Kameez  with  Black  Blazer  and

       formal Black Shoes.

6.2. Men:   Black  Trousers,  White  Shirt,  Black  tie   with

       Black Blazer and formal Black shoes.

4th National 
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7. REGISTRATION:

7.1   The participation shall be restricted to the first 30 teams who confirm their participation on 'first

         come first serve' basis.

7.2   The Registration Fee for the National Moot Court Competition is Rs. 3500/

         (Rs. Three Thousand Five Hundred Only). 

7.3   All the teams are required to make the payment in the form of a Demand Draft, drawn in the name

        of PRINCIPAL, AL- AMEEN COLLEGE OF LAW, BANGALORE.

7.4   The participation of the college shall be confirmed only upon the receipt of an e-mail confirming

        the participation from official e-mail ID of the Principal/ Director/ Vice Chancellor/ Head/ Faculty

        – in- charge, Moot Court along with the scanned copy of the Demand Draft of Rs. 3500/. (Send
th        the e-mail & scanned copy of the Demand Draft) at aaclmoot@gmail.com on or before 5 January

        2019.

7.5   Subsequent to the acknowledgement of the receipt of the soft copy of the Demand Draft by the

        Administrators, the teams shall be required to send the hard copy of the registration form along
th        with the hard copy of the demand draft on or before 10 January2019

7.6   The Registration fee shall be non- refundable.

7.7   No change in the names of the participants shall be permitted after the receipt of the Registration

        Form, except at the sole discretion of the Organizers.

7.8   The envelope containing the Draft and the Registration Form should mention: “Registration for

        National Moot Court Competition 2019” at the top of the envelope. 

8. MEMORIALS:

The following requirements must be strictly followed with respect to submission of Memorandum

of Written Submissions. Non- conformities will be liable to penalties while awarding marks thereon.

8.1.  All Participating teams must submit a soft copy of their memorials for both the sides on or

        before th25 February2019 within 11.59.P.M.

8.2  Each team must prepare Memorandum of Written Submissions for both sides to the dispute

       (Petitioner and Respondent).

8.3  Once the Memorials have been submitted, no revisions, supplements, or additions will be

       allowed; however, teams may carry annexure along with and can submit them in the beginning

       of each round.

8.4  Teams shall send a Soft-Copy of the Memorials in PDF format only,

       via Email to  with the subject “Memorial Submission by Team Code for

       National Moot Court Competition, 2019.

aaclmoot@gmail.com

4th National 
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8.5  All participating teams shall submit 6 sets of Hard Copy of the Memorials (i.e., 6 for Petitioner
st      and 6 for Respondent) (totally 12 copies) must reach the organizers latest by 1 March 2019. 

     Participants are advised to carry copies of Memorials during the competition for their own

        perusal.

8.6  Non adherence to the rules and late submission of Memorials will attract a penalty of 2 Marks

       for each day of delay. However, the penalty may be condoned in lieu of advance notification,

       subject to the approval of the AACL Mooters Society, Bangalore.

8.7  The Memorial must Contain the following:

        a)  Cover Page;

        b)  Table of Contents:

        c)  List of Abbreviations;

        d)  Index of Authorities;

        e)  Statement of Jurisdiction;

        f)  Statement of Facts;

        g)  Issues Presented;

        h)  Summary of Arguments;

        I)  Arguments in Detail;

        j)  Prayer.

       k)  Appendix (Optional)

8.8  Each Memorial should not exceed more than 40 A4 pages. 

8.9  The Memorials should not contain the name of the participating college in any part thereof. 

       Also, no logo or any mark of identification should be made in the Memorials. Non-compliance 

       with this rule will lead to immediate disqualification.

8.10  The Memorial shall be formatted according to the following specifications:

         8.10.1.    Typed on standard A4 size page

         8.10.2.    Font Type: Times New Roman 

         8.10.3.    Font size for Body Text: 12; the text of the written submission must have 1.5. (Double)

                        spacing. Font size for the cover page may be 14 or 12.

         8.10.4.    Font Size for Footnotes: 10; text of footnotes should be single-spaced(1.0.)

         8.10.5.    Margin: 1 Inch margin on each side of the A4 size page.

         8.10.6.    Quotations of sources of 50 words or more in any part of the memorial should be

                        block quoted and must be in italics.
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8.10.7.    The participating teams should include Header and footer in their memorials to the effect

          that the Header should mention the full Name of Competition and the Footer should

          mention the side on whose behalf memorial is submitted along with Page Number at

               Bottom Centre of the Page.

8.10.8.   The teams should mention their team Codes on the Top Right corner of their Cover page

              in their written submissions. 
th8.11.    The Footnotes must follow the 19  Bluebook format of citation.

8.12.    The Memorial must be Spiral bound

8.13.    The Cover Page of the Memorial must have the following colour scheme:

              Blue: Plaintiff/ Appellant Cover Page 

              Red: Defendant/ Respondent Cover Page.

8.14.    The Memorial must not contain any Annexure/ Photographs/ Sketches/ exhibits/ Affidavits

             etc.

8.15.   The Memorial will carry a maximum of 100 marks and there will be a separate prize

              for Best Memorial. As the Memorials shall be utilized to the extent of 30% (The Memorial

              Marks will carry 30% of weight-age and the oral submissions will carry 70% weight-age

              of the total evaluation. Memorial Marks shall also be utilized to break any tie arising from

           the preliminary rounds), they will be scaled to 300 marks for facilitating calculation and

              clarity.

8.16       Parameters for judging the Memorials are:

Knowledge of Facts and Law.

Proper and Articulate analysis, Clarity and Organization.

Extent of Research

Grammar and Style.

Correct Format and Citation

Understanding essential Legal Issues presented

Clear, Neat, Concise and Unambiguous Writing Style.

Integration of facts into legal argument.

Effective use of authority to support Argument

8.17        The Hard Copy of the Memorials must be addressed to:

Dr. Waseem Khan. M.I,  Principal, Chairman of AACL Mooters Society

Al-Ameen College of Law,# 69, Behind Al-Ameen Tower,  Opp. Lalbagh main Gate, 

Hosur Main Road, Bangalore-560027.Karnataka India. 
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INAUGURATION AND DRAW OF LOTS

thThe inauguration of the National Moot Court Competition shall be held on 15  March 2019

followed by the draw of lots. The draw of lots for the preliminary rounds will take place on the

same day after the registration formalities are complete. All the teams are required to be present

for the draw of lots without fail.

9.

10. ORAL PLEADING

10.1.   Preliminary Rounds: every participating team shall take part in the preliminary round as

per the lots drawn are announced. This round will consist of two sessions and the participating

teams will have an opportunity to argue for both sides. In each of the session the respective teams

will be assigned either side i.e., plaintiff/appellant or defendant/respondent depending on the draw

of lots. Each team will face different opponents in both the rounds and shall necessarily plead from

both sides. Each team will be given a total of 30 minutes to present their case which includes

rebuttal and sur-rebuttal. The division of time between the speakers is at the discretion of the team

members, subject to a maximum of 15 minutes per speaker. Each team shall communicate to the

court-clerk about their allocation of 30 minutes.  Top Sixteen teams on their cumulative marks

scored in oral presentation as well as in the written submission shall be qualified for the quarter

final rounds. In case of tie, the team with higher marks in memorial will proceed to the quarter

finals. No researcher of any team will be permitted to speak but would be allowed to communicate

with his/her team members in a discreet manner. 

10.2.   Quarter Finals: the qualifying teams shall argue only one side in the quarter finals and the

side to be represented by the team shall be determined by way of draw of lots. Each team shall get

a total of 30 minutes to present their case. The time includes rebuttal and sur-rebuttal. The division

of time between the speakers is at the discretion of the team members subject to a maximum of 15

minutes per speaker. Each team shall communicate to the court- clerk about their allocation of 30

minutes. The teams to be qualified for the semi finals shall be selected on the basis of “Knockout

Round”. Four teams shall advance to the semi final rounds.

4th National 
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10.3.  Semi-Final Rounds: Each team shall get a total of 30 minutes to present their case. The time

includes rebuttal and sur-rebuttal. The division of time between the speakers is at the discretion of

the team members subject to a maximum of 17 minutes per speaker. Each team shall communicate

to the court- clerk about their allocation of 30 minutes. On the basis of knock out round two teams

shall advance to the finals.

10.4.  Final Round: each team shall get a time of 45 minutes to present their case. The time includes

rebuttal and sur-rebuttal. The division of time between the speakers is at the discretion of the team

members subject to the maximum of twenty five minutes per speaker. Each qualifying team shall

communicate to the court-clerk about their allocation of 45 minutes. No team shall reserve more than

5 minutes for rebuttals.

11.

10.5.  Anonymity: participants may introduce themselves to the court by his individual code.

However, the team's college should not be mentioned at any time. Further, all team members,

coaches, advisors and observers shall refrain from identifying a team's school/college at any time

and in any manner, including, but not limited to, wearing and carrying any identifying items, such

as badges, blazers, or pins or carrying identifying material such as books with college logo or

college seal.

10.6.   MARKING FOR ORAL PLEADING

1. Understanding the facts, law and procedure.

2. Application of law to the facts of the case.

3. Logical flow of arguments.

4. Ability to explain legal principles clearly.

5. Ingenuity and ability to answer.

6. Style, poise, courtesy and demeanor.

7. Reference to the memorials.

8. Time management.

PENALTY

Notwithstanding anything written as a part of the above mentioned rules, the following penalties

shall be levied on the participants:

4th National 
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11.1.  The  hard  copies  must  be  exact  print outs of the soft copies. Non-compliance with this rule

          would entail disqualification.

11.2.  Soft  copy  of memorials submitted  after the  stipulated time will attract  penalty of one mark

          for  each  hour  of  delay  and  two  marks  for  each  subsequent  day of delay, subject to prior

          notification and approval.

11.3.  Hard copy of memorials submitted after the stipulated time will attract a penalty of two marks

          for each day of delay subject to prior notification and approval.

11.4.  Memorials exceeding the length of 40 A4 size pages shall be subjected to deduction of marks.

11.5.  Non-compliance with the rules mentioned in rule 8 will attract deduction of marks.

SCOUTING12.

13.

12.1.  Teams will not be allowed to observe the orals of any other teams. Scouting is strictly

prohibited. Scouting by any of the team members will result in immediate disqualification. The

organizers decision will be final in this regard.

12.2.  The researchers shall sit with the orators at the time of the orals and shall not attend the court

sessions of any other team participating in the competition.

RESEARCHERS TEST

th13.1  The Researchers test shall be conducted on 15  March 2019 as per the tentative schedule.

13.2  Participants are requested to write only the team code on the question paper.

13.3  The Researchers test shall be in the format of multiple choice questions with the questions

         based on the applicable law, precedents and facts pertaining to the moot proposition.

13.4  The duration of the researchers test shall be 45 minutes.

13.5  No additional materials such as the Bare text of Acts, Memorandums,etc. apart from

         stationary maybe brought by the participants to the test.

13.6  The winner of the test shall be determined by the highest score attained and there will be a

         negative marking for wrong answers

4th National 
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11.1.  The  hard  copies  must  be  exact  print outs of the soft copies. Non-compliance with this rule

          would entail disqualification.

11.2.  Soft  copy  of memorials submitted  after the  stipulated time will attracta penalty of one mark

          for  each  hour  of  delay  and  two  marks  for  each  subsequent  day of delay, subject to prior

          notification and approval.

11.3.  Hard copy of memorials submitted after the stipulated time will attract a penalty of two marks

          for each day of delay subject to prior notification and approval.

11.4.  Memorials exceeding the length of 40 A4 size pages shall be subjected to deduction of marks.

11.5.  Non-compliance with the rules mentioned in rule 8 will attract deduction of marks.

AWARDS14.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

WINNERS

I RUNNER UP

II RUNNER UP

BEST MEMORIALS

BEST MOOTER (Prelims)

BEST MOOTER (Final)

BEST RESEACHER

RS. 25, 000 & Trophy

RS. 20,000 & Trophy

Trophy

RS. 5,000 & Trophy

RS. 4,000 & Trophy

RS. 5,000 & Trophy

RS. 3,000 & Trophy

Every Participating Team shall be awarded a “Token of Appreciation &

a Certificate of Participation”

Sl. No. AWARDS PRIZES

QUERIES REGARDING THE MOOT PROBLEM:

All queries regarding problem, rules and regulation, shall be mailed to 

th nd21 January 2019 and the same will be cleared by the organizers by 22 January 2019.

aaclmoot@gmail.comwithin

15.

16.

Al-Ameen College of Law, Bangalore, shall have the right to assert copyright over the memorials

of the teams that has received any of the prizes and reserve the right to publish the winning

memorials after appropriate editing.

COPYRIGHT

4th National 
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ACCOMMODATION, FOOD AND TRANSPORT17.

18.

17.1.   Accommodation and Transport- 

- Accommodation shall be provided only to the outstation teams on the days of the competition

th th from15 to 17 March 2019 only. It shall be extended to the members of the team only

  (maximum three). 

- The local teams shall not be provided with accommodation or travel assistance.

- The organizers shall be providing separate accommodation for boys and girls.

- Teams shall be responsible for any/all damages caused by tem during their stay.

- Teams desiring to reach early or depart late must make their own arrangement for staying earlier/

   beyond the time stipulated above.

17.2.  FOOD:

Food shall be provided to all teams only on three days of the competition

CODE OF CONDUCT

All the participants must behave in a dignified manner and not cause any inconvenience to the

organizers. Any participant found misbehaving with otherparticipant or volunteers will be

disqualified immediately. Deference to the judges of the moot court competition must be maintained

inside and outside the court hall.

Participants will be entirely disqualified from the competition on the following grounds:

A. If found smoking or consuming/carrying drugs or alcohol in the campus or place of

      accommodation.

B.  If found misbehaving, or causing nuisance or making abusive statements, showing disrespect

      towards judges, co-participants or members of the host institution.

  

4th National 

Moot Court Competition
15th to 17th March 2019
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ORGANIZERS POWERS:19.

19.1.   

19.2.   

 If there is any situation which is not contemplated in the rules, the organizers decision on the

same shall be final and binding.

The organizers reserve the right to vary, alter, modify or repeal any of the above rules without

any prior notification, if so required and as they may deem appropriate

The organizers decision as regards the interpretation of rules or any other matter related to the

competition will be final and binding.

All participants are expected to maintain decorum in the court during the competition and are

expected to conduct themselves in a manner befitting the legal profession. The organizers

reserve the right to take appropriate action for any unethical, unprofessional and immoral

conduct.

19.3.  

19.4.   

4th National 

Moot Court Competition
15th to 17th March 2019
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AACL MOOTERS SOCIETY

Dr. Waseem Khan. M. I.

Principal

Al-Ameen College of Law, Bangalore

Ms. Sahana Florence, Asst.Prof

Mrs. Bhavya Gunashekar, Asst. Prof

Ms. Tasfia Farheen, Asst. Prof

Mr. Mubarak Khan, Asst Prof

Kennedy, Final Year B.A., LL.B.

rdShazayb Tanveer, 3  Year B.A., LL.B.

Dr. Waseem Khan. M.I,

Principal

Mrs. YasmeenTabassum,

Vice Pincipal

Chairman 

Co-Ordinators

Student Convenors

FACULTY

Mrs. Jayalakshmi. V.,Asst. Prof.                  

Mrs.Bhavya Gunashekar, Asst. Prof.    

Ms. Tasfia Farheen,Asst. Prof.

Mr. Mubarak Khan, Asst. Prof.    

Mr.Syed Munnawar.S.I, Lecturer

Mr. Sarfaraz Nawaz, Lecturer

Mr. N Syed Suhail, Lecturer

Ms. Sahana Florence, Asst.Prof. 

Mrs. HaseenaBanu, Asst. Prof.

Mrs. Sana A. Mogalai, Asst. Prof.

Mr. Abdul AshikAsst. Prof.

Mr. Ismail Metri, Asst. Prof.

Mrs. Noor Saba, Lecturer

Ms. Sadhana Abraham, Lecturer

4th National 
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IMPORTANT DATES

Last date for receipt of soft copy of Registration form along with scanned

copy of the DD (Demand Draft)

Last date for receipt of hard copy of Registration form along with DD

Last date for the Queries Regarding the Problem

Last date for Submission of Memorials (Soft Copy)

Last date for Submission of Memorials (Hard Copy)

Last date for Submission of Travel Plan 

Inaugural, Draw of Lots, & Researcher Test 

Preliminary Round and Quarter Final Round

Semi-Final Round and Final Round

Valedictory & Prize Distribution

th05  January 2019

th10  January 2019

st  21 January 2019

th25  February 2019

st01  March 2019

rd03   March 2019

th15  March 2019

th16  March 2019

th17  March 2019

th17  March 2019

CONTACT DETAILS:

AACL Mooters Society Coordinators:

AACL Mooters Society Convenors:

1.Ms. Sahana Florence. Asst. Prof : +91-97426 03145

2.Ms. BhavyaGunashekar. Asst. Prof : +91-90360 74163

3.Ms. TasfiaFarheen. Asst. Prof : +91-78168 60567

4.Mr. Mubrak Khan. Asst. Prof  : +91-8123939667

1.Kennedy: +91-89048 33226 / +91-97389 36006

2.Shazayb Tanveer: +91-87926 94439

ALL COMMUNICATION MUST BE ADDRESSED TO THE PRINCIPAL
th(4 NATIONAL MOOT COURT COMPETITION-2019)

AL-AMEEN COLLEGE OF LAW
No.69, Behind Al-Ameen Tower, Hosur Road, Bangalore-560027

PH: 080-22112563. Email: aaclmoot@gmail.com

www.facebook.com/alameencollegeoflawWebsite: www.alameenlaw.in

4th National 

Moot Court Competition
15th to 17th March 2019
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AL-AMEEN COLLEGE OF LAW
IV- NATIONAL MOOT COURT COMPETITION2019

REGISTRATION FORM

NAME OF THE COLLEGE: ______________________________________________________

E-Mail Id of Moot Court Committee: _______________________________________________

MOOTER 1

Name: __________________________________________________

Year, Course: ____________________________________________

Email ID: _______________________________________________

Contact No.: ______________________   Gender: ______________

MOOTER 2

Name: __________________________________________________

Year, Course_: ___________________________________________

Email ID: _______________________________________________

Contact No.: ______________________   Gender: ______________

MOOTER 3

Name: __________________________________________________

Year, Course: ____________________________________________

Email ID: _______________________________________________

Contact No.: ______________________   Gender: ______________

The mooters and the researcher are the bonafide students of the college. 
(By sending this registration form, the participants agree to comply with the rules of the competition)

                                                                                                    

 Seal &Signature of the Principal
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AL-AMEEN COLLEGE OF LAW
IV- NATIONAL MOOT COURT COMPETITION2019

NAME OF THE COLLEGE:___________________________________________________

MOOTER 1:__________________________________________________________________

1. Date of arrival: _________________________________________________________

2. Mode (train/airway/bus) :_________________________________________________

3. (Train/airway/bus) number:_______________________________________________

4. Time of arrival of (train/airway/bus) : _______________________________________

5. Date of departure: ______________________________________________________

MOOTER 2: _________________________________________________________________

1. Date of arrival: __________________________________________________________

2. Mode (train/airway/bus) :_________________________________________________

3. (Train/airway/bus) number:_______________________________________________

4. Time of arrival of (train/airway/bus) : _______________________________________

5.  Date of departure: ______________________________________________________

MOOTER 3: _______________________________________________________________

1. Date of arrival: ___________________________________________________________

2. Mode (train/airway/bus) :___________________________________________________

3. (Train/airway/bus) number:_________________________________________________

4. Time of arrival of (train/airway/bus) : __________________________________________

5. Date of departure: ___________________________________________________________

TRAVEL PLAN
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AL-AMEEN COLLEGE OF LAW
IV- NATIONAL MOOT COURT COMPETITION2019

RESEARCHER: ______________________________________________________________

1.Date of arrival: __________________________________________________________

2.Mode (train/airway/bus) :_________________________________________________

3. (Train/airway/bus) number:_______________________________________________

4.Time of arrival of (train/airway/bus) : _______________________________________

5. Date of departure: _______________________________________________________

TO BE EMAILED TO THE ORGANISING COMMITTEE  

RDON OR BEFORE 03  MARCH 2019

aaclmoot@gmail.com

mailto:aaclmoot@gmail.com
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